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Abstract
The impact from pressured flow were considered in sand gravel formation, the deposition from this influences were
monitored in coastal area of port Harcourt, the study were to monitor pressure flow impact on the migration process
of E.coli in unconfined bed, several expert has developed some model on various stratum of the formation, but they
have not consider the system in sequences on homogeneous deposited formation in coastal locations. The behaviour
of the transport were observed to have been influences by pressured flow of solute fluid in the study area, base on
these factors the development of the system were able to generate the governing equation that produced model at
various conditions, the parameters in the system were integrated base their various relation in homogeneous setting
through the geological history in the study location. Experts will definitely applied these model to monitor the
migration state of E.coli on area pressured flow impact in deltaic environment are predominant.
Copyright ©WJECE, all rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Correct acquaintance of the transport and fate of bacteria in subsurface surroundings is needed for many practical
Scenarios. An understanding of bacteria movement, for example, is applied to evaluate the risk that pathogenic
microorganisms pose to water resources (Ginn et al., 2002 Gargiulo,et al 2008), to develop efficient water treatment
methods (Tufenkji et al., 2002; Ray et al., 2002; Weiss et al., 2005), and to design bioremediation strategies for
hazardous waste sites (Mishra et al., 2001; Vidali, 2001). Mobile colloids, such as bacteria, can also facilitate the
transport of a wide variety of inorganic and organic contaminants that can absorb onto these high surface area
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particles (Kim et al., 2003; Šimůnek et al., 2006). Considerable research has been devoted to the fate and transport
of microbes and other colloids in porous media in Schijven and Hassanizadeh, 2000; Harvey and Harms, 2002 For
example, Wan and Tokunaga (2002) demonstrated in bubble column experiments that only positively charged
particles attached to the negatively charged air–water interface. Column transport experiments conducted under
carefully controlled conditions of solid and/or aqueous phase chemistry have indicated that enhanced retention of
colloids in unsaturated systems is unlikely to be due to attachment at the air–water interface (Chuet al., 2001; Chen
and Flury, 2005). Models of attachment to the solid–water and air–water interfaces have traditionally assumed a
constant first-order deposition term, which predicts an exponential spatial distribution of retained colloids with
distance (e.g., Yao et al., 1971; Logan et al., 1995; Tufenkji and Elimelech, 2004a). Under unfavorable attachment
conditions (when repulsive electrostatic interactions exist between the colloids and a porous medium), however,
retained colloids in saturated porous media frequently do not exhibit an exponential distribution with depth, and the
deposition rate has been found to be depth dependent (Albinger et al., 1994; Baygents et al., 1998; Simoni et al.,
1998; Bolster et al., 2000; DeFlaun et al., 1997; Zhang et al., 2001; Redman et al., 2001; Bradford et al., 2002,
2006b; Li et al., 2004; Bradford and Bettahar, 2005; Tong et al., 2005a,b). A variety of chemical and physical
explanations have been proposed in the literature to account for these observations (Tan et al., 1994; Liu et al., 1995;
Johnson and Elimelech, 1995; Kretzschmar et al., 1997; Cushing and Lawler, 1998; Bolster et al., 1999; Redman et
al., 2001, 2004; Bradford et al., 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005; Tufenkji et al. 2003, 2004; Li et al. 2004, 2005; Hahn et al.,
2004; Tufenkji and Elimelech, 2004b, 2005a,b; Bradford and Bettahar, 2005 Gargiulo,et al 2008).

2. Theoretical Background
The development of the principal equation is to monitor the flow pressure impact on the migration of E.coli in sand
gravel formation. The developed governing equation were established from the system through these variables that
were noted to generate the most impact on the transport system of the microbes, the developed governing equation
will be derived to monitor the migration in several condition from the pressured induced flow that increase the
migration of the contaminant in the study area. Pressure flow from sand gravel are the focus of these study, this is
precisely on the influences from pressured flow, the deposition of high pressured flow in the study area implies
these deposited strata may have developed high degree of porosity in homogeneous formation, the rate of flow in
sand gravel will always develop high influences from these direction of fluid in through the intercedes of the
homogeneous setting, this

generate higher pressure migrating E.coli transport to phreatic bed. pressure flow are

base on the rate of homogeneous deposition whereby the degree of permeability will always relate with void ratio of
sand gravel, these relationship expressed the

behaviour of E.coli in homogeneous formation under pressured

induces condition. The pressure flow impact on E.coli transport in such homogeneous strata express higher velocity
in sand gravel formation thus direction of flow in these phase of the transport system. The migration of the microbes
will always follow the direction of flow base on the rate of velocity within time interval from one formation to
another, these expression are connected to the migration with respect to time in homogenous structural setting of the
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formation. Aquifer thickness in migration of E.coli under the influences of pressure flow impact can be noted to be
higher in unconfined bed, the rate of pressured induced impact are influenced by higher degree of porosity between
the unconfined bed determined by the thickness of aquifer in the study area. Pressure induced flow impact on E.coli
transport will be derived to be monitored at various phase of the transport system.

3. Governing equation
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The developed governing equation is base on the fundamental parameter that was observed to pressure the
transport of E.coli in study location. The developed expression were generated to these sources to monitor the
rate of flow pressured in sand gravel, there rate flow may influenced by their deposit velocity under the impact
of void percentage between intercedes of the formation. Such expression establish various impact of the
parameters connecting together to generate pressure flow rate concentration in E.coli migration in the study
location.
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The developed model on pressured induces flow impact on E.coli were monitor considering these phases of the
developed model, the thickness of aquifers on these condition were considered at theses phase of the derived
solution, the developed model monitored the parameters that may played serious roles on the deposition of the
contamination under the influences of distance in aquifer thickness in the system. Subject to this condition on the
transport phase, it has become more explicit that the derived model at these phase are consider base on the depth
interval in the migration process of the contaminant.
Auxiliary Equation becomes:
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Applying quadratic expression we have
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Assuming this discriminate is a complex root, therefore, equation (22) and (23) can be expressed as:
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The expression here is the final derived models for the study, the rate of pressure flow between the unconfined beds
are base on the permeability relationship with void ratio in the formation. These expressions were thorough capture
in the derived solution base on various relationships in the study area. The derived solution express these model in
various dimensions in other to monitor their various impacts which has been found to pressure the flow in
unconfined bed contaminated by E.coli depositions. The behaviour of the system was base on this expressed
parameter at various phase of the developed model.

4. Conclusion
Pressures flow found to increase the concentration of E.coli transport were precisely studied in this research
work, the behaviour of the contaminants were observed in the study location through samples of ground water
including the lithology subjected to thorough experiments, these condition were monitor to find out other
impact that may pressured the transport system, the parameters considered generated the system producing the
governing equation, the derived solution considered the rate of pressure and its sources from the deposited
formation to generate derived model under various phase of the transport system. Pressure flows are noted to
developed lots of influences from velocity of flow, these were integrated on the derived solution expressing
various concepts that may have developed the increase of concentration in sand gravel formation.
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